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ership of private property. A controllel economy leads to a controlled people, and the less of personal freedom. And, apparently.
that is what these political plotters
promote.

J. PAUL BUSHART
&liter and Publisher
PlIBLISKED EVERY FRIDAY
entered as second class matter June
SI, HMI, at the post office at Fulton,
Ky., under the act of March 3, 1879.
The CIO, in its louldly ballyhooed
OBITUARIES. Card of Thanks,
Southern drive, seems to be getting
Cards
Musdisam Notices and Political
set for another of its junket>
charged at the rates specified by all
into New Deal -"Democratic" poliativaritdmid department
tics. In doing so it is inviting a maSubscription rates radius of NI jor union dfeeat. Once again, the
miles of Fulton $1.50 a yeas. Else- CIO is attempting the hazardous
where $200 a year.
game of mixing politics with unionism.

A lot of vegetables which may
not look so good in the garden this
summer will look a lot better in
cans next winter.
Keyping the hen that is dreaming about laying an egg instead of
laying it is a luxury.

(ALL US
--for—

DRY(LEANING
LAUNDRY SERYKE
Cash and Carry Service
—Your Patronage Is Always Appreciated.

PARISIAN
LAUNDRY-CLEANERS
Phone l4

The New Dealers having thrived
now for fourteen years on emergencies, they cook up another to keep
bureaucrats busy. The scare of inflation is the new emergency. (You
remember 1932, with the banks
closing and unemployment?) We
have had one emergency after another until we ane now confronted
with the peaee emergency.
In 1933 it was NRA. A floor had
to be put under everything to shut
out the chislers. Now it is the OPA_
A ceiling had to be put on prices
to squeeze out the profiteers (but
what about the black marktes). We
had a Supreme Court in 1933. But
now—
The OPA is just as unconstitutional as was the NRA, but our Supreme Court has gone inferior and
the Constitution subject to rules
and regulations. The real purpose
behind th_e OPA is not to deflate.
prices but to inflate bureaucracy.
The relentless expansion fo our controlled economy is primarily political, not economic. And every controlled economy, in the light of history, ends in inflation, dictatorship
and economic collapse.

If natural laws of supply .and demand had been permitted to function in 1933 we would have pulled
out of that depression, as we pulletrout many times before. All the
New Deaelrs have accomplished in
their tampering with natural laws
is tp postpone the day of reckoning
and multiply the evil.
Little men for a long time enCeavored to ca-cumvent the law of
compensation, but it always catches up with them. So far _man has
not been able to beat God.

What Do You Think?
One of the greatest blessings that
could befall mankind would be prohibition if it worked. We tried it
and the result of which was worse,
prohibition and non-prohibition is
so close it is debatable. In other
words, it proved itself a failure at
attaining the goal. This is true of
OPA. It would be fine if it worked,
if it did not create bootleggers of
merchandie, the black markets
that are rampant throughout the
land. Every village has them and
every village has its patrons. Without the patrons, no black market.
But whenever you regulate to the
dislikes of the majority of the people in a supposedly free country,
yeu find rebellion. Rebellion is the
breakdown of regulation and chaos
results. This nation is now in the
gr!atest civilian goods production
mess in its history. When we say
mess, we mean something that
smells, stinks. Let's do some thinking
for ourselves fo ra change and not
be content to accept the offerings of
some bureaucrat who speels off how
he believes things are working out.
Send a telegram to your senators
and congressmen.

If we look about we will find
that almost every government in
the world with a controllei economy is already busted. No politically
controlled economy has ever worked for long anywhere at anytime.
The whole record of experence
All you Democrats of "the old
shows that it is impossible for govschool, who still vote the democratic
ernment to fix- prices. wages and ticket just because it says it is deminterest rates, give subsidies or ocratic, might stop to consider these
inake loans to private business points. In 1936 Presiduat Roosevelt
without finally taking over man- in a Jackson Day address advised
the people to vote for the man and
agement or assuming actual ownnot for the party, and explained
that he himself voted for Teddy
Rooserelt, the Republican nominee,
in preference to the Democratic
candidate for President, because, he
he considered the Republican
candidate the best man. Mr. Wallace
was a Republican until Roosevelt
took him under the wing. And there
are a lot of others in the New Deal
government who are not really Democrats, but are socialists, communists
and radicals. Personally, so far as
the national election is concerned,
we de2lared ourselves opposed to
New Deal Democrats in 1937, after
the national election is concerned,
the Supreme Court. We often wonder how real Democrats can go to
the polls and vote for the party now
flying the Democratic banner, and
believe that they are following in
the footsteps of their Democratic
forebearers.

NOTICE!
UTOPIA CARNIVAL
At

CayceHighSchool
FRIDAY NIGHT, JUNE 7th.

Campbell county where he is farm- den. but it is not beauty for wills
ing with his father. John Christian, 8 hundred million people are Umvice-president, now a minister at gry.
Trenton, Ky., was a chaplain in the
Navy. SeEretary of the association
is Miss Lucy Byrd Oliver, a home
economics senior at the university.
Dean Thomas P. Cooper of the
College of Agriculture and Home
807-.1
Phone 807-R
Economics will appear on the fourday program as will other members
Or Call 70
of his staff. Out-of-state speakers
include: Miss Iris Davenport, Women's editor of Southern AgriculGraduate Veterinarian
turist, who will talk on etiquette
problems; W. D. Honker, WestingLocated on Martin-Fultdn
house Electric Corporation, and E.
Highway
Utilities,
will
Kentucky
Murphy,
R.
discuss - uses of alectricity on the
farm; M. J. Nical, National Safety
Council, will instruct in prevention
of accidents; E. H. Regnier, assistant
professor of rural sociology at the
University of Illinois, will teach
lecreation and games and Miss See
The next meenitg will be held Rice, Wheat Flour Institute, will
June 13 at 2 o'clock with Mrs. demonstrate ways to save wheat.
lanai DiPeaddall
Smith Brown.
Singing will be led by George
Bwity
Campbell of Cincinnati and outpirm
stie
t
iol
aerio•
JUNIOR WEEK TO BE
standing ministers of Lexington
HELD AT UNIVERSITY
will be guest speakers at vespers
each day.
Dr. H. L. Donavan, president of
the University of Kentucky, will
A garden full of vegetables may
welcome approximately 1,000 4-H
club boys and girls when they meet not be a beautiful as a flower garon the campus June 11 to 14 for
the 23rd annual Junior Week. First
begun in 1920 this educational and
inspirational event will be resumed
following an interval of four years.
Soid Only !bra •
Two of the officers who will prePuneral Direstera
side at business sessions of the KenMade and Serviced tir
tucky Association of 4-H Clubs OFFICE OVER CITY NATIONAL
pprogram has been arranged including: September, Landscaping;
October, November, December on
Rugs; January, February, Foods;
March, April, Clothing; and May,
Health.
In Club Life, in home life and
at all times we must learn to devote our time to studying the
topics most generally needed in
our homes, communities, nation
and the world.
Mrs. M. E. Daws efficiently gave
the _major lesson in sewing by
demonstrating with accuracy and
speed the "hows" in setting hems,
making belts and covering belt
buckles professionally.
An appetizing luncheon was served by members preparing the
food. Visitors were: Mrs. Russell
Brown, Mrs. J. R. Wooten, Mrs.
James C. Binkley, Mrs. John BinkleY and Mrs. Chester Hinkley.

Veterinary Service
Service Day or Night

Dr. H. W. Connaught=

Th•
BRONZOLEUM

Concrete Burial

Yam

CHAS. W. BURROW
REAL ESTATE and
PUBLIC AUCTIONEER

have seen military service since
their election in 1942. Released
from service with the Seventh Army in Italy and France, Charles
Hatcher, president, has returned to

W. W. Jones & Sons
Funeral Rome
Phone 310
129 University
MARTIN, TENN.
A Distinctive Service Well
Within Your Means

BANIE—PHONE 81

Farm and City Property
List or Buy With Us!

KATTERJOHN
Concrete Product',
Paducah, lry.

Our Nation-Wide Affiliations
Enables us to serve familes who have moved to
distant cities

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
FULTON, RY.
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Day or Night—Phone 7
We handle the Famous BRONZOLEUM Vaults

BUILDING
THIS
YEAR-THEN
SF:E US
BEFORE YOU BUILD

DON HILL
CONCRETE
and
GENERAL
CONTRACTING
PHONE 361

INTERIOR
1DECORATING?
See us for your New Patterns in Wall Papers.
Paints, Varnishes, Finishers and Supplies.
OFFICE SUPPLIES OUR SPECIALTY
Typewriters, Adciing Machines and Cash
Regis' ters Carefully Repaired

at 8:00 P. M.

Featuring—l-Act Comedy, Bingo and
Added Attractions
Hot Dogs, Cold Drinks, Ice Cream
Electric Appliances to be Given Away
ADMISSION FREE
Proceeds for Utopia Club House

ATTENTION:

All Motoirists
See us for Complete Lubrication Service.
Remember that we have PICK-UP and paavERY SERVICE,so if you cannot bring your car
in, just phone us and we will do the rest. Phone
9193.
Keep yOur car in good condition and fill
your gasoline tank regular with THAT GOOD
GULF GASOLINE.
GULF MOTOR OILS and OTHER PRODUCTS

POLSGROVE

SERVICE
STATION

Mayfield Highway Near Ford Garage, Fulton.

The time has come for Congress to
establish a national labor policy designed to deal with the basic causes
of industrial strife—a policy based
on equality and responsibility ir
the public interest—one which will
make collective bargaining work.
True collective bargaining is impossible if the bargaining parties do
not come to the table on equal
terms and bear corresponding responsibility for their actions.
Today,;the restrictions, the laws,
and the benalties for breaking the
laws, apply only to management. An
employer is compelled by law to
bargain collectively; unions have no
legal responsibility to bargain at
all. An employer's right to free
speeeh is curtailed. On the other
hand, unions are perfectly free to
make any kind of irresponsible
statement about the company, without regard to facts. Equality and
the laws is the first principle necessary to a sound national labor policy.
•
BENNETT HOMEMAKERS
IN GOOD MEETING
Altho Miss Howard was absent,
18 women met with Mrs. Charley
Stephenson in the May session of
the Bennett Homemakers' Club,
and experienced a profitable day.
Mrs. O. C. Croft presided, giving
a lengthy review of the lat Advisory Council meeting. She appointed Mrs. Wales Austin
Miss
Birdie Newberry and Mrs. H. G.
Butler as a nominating committee.
Officers will be elected in June.
The lesson in Reading covered
Cuba.
For the coming year a varied

t2i

Pe
Jim
tes

FULTON WALLPAPER & OFFICE SUPPLY
DR. T. M. REID

COMPANY
304 Walnut Stseet
Phone 85

Fulton, Ky.

Chiropractor
City National Bank Bldg.
Office Bons 9 to 12; 2 to 5

We Specialize In
Body and Fender Work

Evenings 7 to 8 p. m.
PHONE 97

FOLKS-We invite and appreciate your
patronage.

TEXACO PRODUCTS
Complete Lubrication,

Washing

Our list of satisfied customers is steadily
growing, because we strive to give every job
personalized attention that assures satisfaction.
We take pride in rolling out those smashed
up fenders and make them look like new.
AND WHEN IT COMES TO BODY WORK
AFTER YOUR CAR HAS BEEN IN A WRECK
WE TAKE SPECIAL PAINS TO MAKE THK
"OLD BUS" DRIVE AND RIDE LIKE NEW..
We not only do a good job, but believe that
we can save you money.

and Tire Hepair Service.

Fields'
TEXACO

SERVICE

STATION

"West State Line St.
Phone 9183
Fulton, Kentucky

"EXPERIENCE TELLS"

BUN STOKER
Martin

Fender and Body Servicto
Highway Phone 188-M Fulton, Ky.

••••••

Area
hes-
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drol Kasnow, Jane Shelby, Helen
Shelton, Patricia Willy, Joe Davis,
Read Holland,Tip Nelms.
Freshmen—Betty Boyd Bennett,
Second Semester Honor Roll at
Sue Coleman,Barbara Rose Colley,
WiaIlloo High School.
All A Students— Jackie Bard, Joe James, Otha Linton, Walter
Head Holland, Jimmy James and Mischke, Billy Wilson.
Joe

Jack Borwdor, Jinuny Jamse, Billy
And eke a grandson greater than
either."
Murphy, Hunter Whitesell.
Sophomores-- Jackie Bard, MarBelieve it or not these last words
jorie Bowlin, Mildred Kasnow, rhymed in those days, having an
Jane Shelby, Helen Shelton, Patri- a sound. That is, Mather was soundcia Willey, Joe Davis, Read Hol- ed as Mayther, with the th soft, as
land, Tip Nelms.
in then. Father sounded fayther,
Frethmen— Betty Boyd Bennett, and either was ayther.
Sue Coleman, Barbara Ftose Colley
Much has been made of GrandHonor Roll for Sixth Term May
Seniors—Bettye Grisham, Jane
Joe James, Otha Linton, Walter ma's
victuals. Grandchidren have
26, 1946.
linicham, Jack Austin.
Michke.
often been humiliated by this word,
Jusaiors--Edith Earl Lancaster, PaAll A Students—Jackie Bard
forgetful that it used to be the estricia Sublette, Elizabeth Ann Ro- and Joe James.
Fulton High Monogram Students sence of good manners, as far aper, Danny Baird, Jack Browder,
Seniors— Bettye Jane Grisham,
bove food as food is today above
May 24, 1946.
Jimmy Jarr.es, Billy Murphy, Hun- Jane Meacham and Jack Austin.
Winners of one monogram— Tip grub. But victuals fell on days and
ter WhItesell.
Juniors— Edith Earl Lancaster Nelms, Joe James, Otha Linton, is now regarded as very
oh:MashSophomores—Jackie Bard, Mil- Elizabeth Ann Roper, Danny Baird
Walter Michke, Billy Wilson, Betty'iongd, even coarse. Food was the
Boyd Bennett, Sue Coleman, Bar- correct word for ages before victbara Rose Colley, Bettye Jane uals was borrowed from Fren.ch,
but snooty people looked down
Grisham.
KENTUCKY CERTIFIED
Winners of two monograms—Joe their noses at it for a long time and
Davis, Read Holland, Jackie Bard, refused to use such a commonJane Shelby, Helen Shelton, Edith place word. By a strange miracle
Earl Lancaster, Patricia Sublette: food came back into respectable usWinners of three monograms— age, and dressed-up victuals had
Elizabeth Ann Roper, Jane Meach- to take a back seat. Who knows? It
am, Jack Browder, Jimmy James, may be that Grandma, if only she
Stop guessing. Plant a home grown certified yellow hybrid
Billy Murphy, Hunter Whitesell.
might live a century or two longearn. It pays.
Winners of Bronze Pins in Typ- er, might be as much in style aSoft grain, stiff, good root perfectly growed High germination,
ing:
mong her descendants as she was
Place your order now while you can get any size grain to fit
William Moss Kimbell, Betty Lou when she could sppell down the
your planter. Or get your sack at local dealer.
Robertson, Mary Lee Haws, Flay whole school at Rabbit Ridge or
Steele, Jimmy Carter, Dickey Hol- Turkey Hollow, somewhere beProduce* By
Martha twem the Civil War and the turn of
loway, Jack Browder,
•
Gholson, Mary Eleanor Blackstone, the century.
Patricia Sublette.
II.S. 13
Charles E. Wright, Fulton, Route 1.
Winners of Silver Pins in Typ- PANAMA LIMITED
ing:
TO SPEED UP TIME
Barbara Roberts, Jimmy James, EGINNING
JUNE 2
Juan Queen, Helen Cardwell, Sara
Ellen Brooks, Roberta Peak. These
The schedule of the Panama
pins are won on 15 Minute speed
test with not more than 5 errors. Limited between Chicago and New
Orleans will be speeded up one
hour in each direction effective
Improvement
Greatest Scholastic
June 2, it was announced today by
JUST CALL FOR
Award— Dual Williams, Sopho- Albert C. Linton,
passenger traffic
more boy with 11 points. Jack Aus- manager of the
Illinois Central
tin, Senior boy, was second with 3 Railroad. The new 17-hour
schedule
3-4 points.
for the Illinois Central streamliner
,s.
is the fastest train time ever scheHigh School Award Students— duled betfeen New
at the
Orleans and
Joe Davis, dramatics, two years Chicago.
with band; two monograms.
Bobbye Grisham, first class Girl
Scout, two years with Glee club;
Accurate
Iwo monograms.
My home address is Fourth-ave., Highlands,
Bettye Jane Grisham, two years
WORKMANSHIP
Fulton, Ky.
music, hiking 100 miles, dramatics;
At Low Cost
one monogram.
Watches Cloche wad Mom
Plimas
sa Wads AssomMely Repaired at Low Cost by—

HYBRID SEED CORN

PLUMBING SERVICE
R. D. STRATTON, Plumber

B.& B. SUPPLY Co.

White Outside
HOUSE PAINT
IIIM11101=1111113MOOMMIararaorRiiimMinitiMinalaIltINIONINOMIOIOnallinill

At Low Cost, Top Quality, Money Back
antee, Per Gallon
White Outside Primer, Gal. — — — —
Red Barn Paint,

Guar$3.75
$2.50
$2.15

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

HASKELL R. MANLEY
417 Home St.

Phone 382

Union City

,
I Wrecker Senice
We specialize in going to the aid of motorists who break down on the road, or have the
misfortune to be in a smash-up. Our wrecker is
equipped to pull your car out of a ditch, or bring
it in for repair.
DAY and NIGHT SERVICE
.
.
A SPECIALTY
Day Phone 723—Night Phone 9188
_
.
IT COSTS LESS TO PREPARE YOUR CAR
FOR SERVICE THAN 719 REPAIR LATER—
Let us Help You Keep Your Automobile In Good
Running Condition. W.e repair anything from a
minor trouble to a complete overhaul job.
4
Just Call Us—wen Do the Rest!

Jones & Grooms
Corner Carr and State Line Streets

•TIDBITS

ANDREWS
TALKING LIKE GRANDMA

JEWELRY COMPANY

The new schedule will call for
depatures at 4:30 p. m. and arrivals
at 9:30 a. m. Central Standard Time
in both directions. The 4:30 depatures will incease te number of
connections at both New Orleans
and Chicago.
Departure from St. Louis will be
6:30 p. in. and arrival notthward
at 7:38 a. m. The running time in
both directions between St. Louis
and New Orleans will bv reduced to'
fifteen hours, also the fasest ever.
As examples of the effect of increased connections, Mr. Linton
pointed out that the new schedule
will provide approximately 24hour service between MinneapolisSt. Paul and New Orleans and between south Texas points and Chicago.
"This shortening of the schedule
of the Panama Limited is one of
many postwar improvements in
passenger service which have been
planned by the Illinois Central
Railroad," Mr. Linton said. "Others
include the City of New Orleans,
a new streamline luxury coach
train now under construction to
operate between Chicago and New
Orleans, and new streamline trains
also under construction to replace
tile Green Diamond and the Daylight between Chicago and St.
Louis. Other improvements will be
announced as our plans develop."
The new schedule of the Panama
Limite dwill be made effective with
the departures from both Chicago
and New Orleans on Sunday, June
2.
•Subscribe Now fcr THE NEWS!

How happy would many lives be
if individuals troubled themselves
as little about other people's affairs as baout their own.—Lichtenburg.

DR. E. B. CHERRY
RECOGNIZED

College Veterinarian
Day and Night Service
CALLS ANSWERED PROMPTLY

At Owl Drug Company
Phone 460
DRIVE IN
TO SEE US
PIT BAR-B-Q, SOUP, CHILI
SANDWICHES
Oppen Sundays and Every Night

HOP'S LUNCH ROOM
Plenty Parking Space
Curb Service
Across Street From OK Laundry
Your Patronage Appreciated

24-HouR
TAXI SERVICE
APPOINTMENTS MADE

m

ADVANCE

cal . AFFY CAB
PHONE 23

For years I have taught a course
in the history of the English langWE SELL—
FOE
uage. To many of my students it
I is a revelation. to find that GrandPopular Magazines
HEALTH'S SAICE-Newspapers
' ma was not necessarily wrong in
Tobaccos
Celd Drinks
many of he rpronunciations or her
SEE Y011t
uses of words. though she may have
Confections
CHIROPRACTIC
been a little old-fashioned. One of
PHYSICIAN
of
the
end
my students told me at
PHONE 450
the term once that she felt the
greaest value of the course was
DEL
B. L. DAVIS
this new tolerance for her ancestors
Upstairs Over Fry Shoe Store
that she had acquired.
Bus Station—Corner Carr and Fourth Sts.
FULTON, KENTUCKY
Suppose we take a few of the
and
language habits of Grandma
see how they used to be correct.
f
"
11.1.?"Ah.1)...1 /01)A,),,I)ok!)-1.;"1/1)
1±1'. 1!•:,
•
Every spring the Service Berry e
tree blooms brightly in our woods;
later the berries make about the %?,
best jam you ever tasted. But
Grandma called it Sarvice, and many of us of my generation wondered
why we could not find the word in
our dictionaribs. The combination-.
er-in many words in England still
has this same -ar- sound; such
words are derby, clerk, etc. Our
good friends thar, whar, and hjar
are parts of this same development,
probably continued longer in the
South because of the strong ScotchIrish element in our oarly pioneers.
Another word that seems strange
to youngstirs is varmint, as it illustrates the older sound of -er- and
also a tendency to add -t- to words,
like clifft, skift, oncet, twicet. etc.
Rather oddly, -t- was added to
anionges to give our modern word
'amongst, a perfectly good word today. Seed, knowed and 'heared are
not left-overs of correct usage, but
they illustrate a tendency that has
produced many such words swelled,
for instance, as the past tense of
swell; the form used to be swole.
And it is not too smart to laugh at
the oldster who says three year ago, for a few hundred years ago
We take great pride in serving our customers delicious, nutritious •
that was the only correct way. We
still say sheep and deer in the plurmeals,
promptly and courteously.
al, words that came from the same
declension in Old English. Long
You will enjoy our food, and the attractive surroundings of our modago we used to laugh at the elderly
ern
cafe. Bring the family out for dinner or a snack, and we protnise you
gentleman in one of churches who
called father fayther, not knowing,
won't be disappointed.
of course, that everybody used to
say the same thing. I am reminded
of the epitaph of Richard Mather,
of Massachusetts, the ancestor of
the Mather family in America. He
had a famous son, Increase., who
was once president of Harvard C
lepr; his grandson, Cotton, was I
the greatest of the clan. Here is
the epitaph:
"Here lives the body of Richard
Mather,
Who had a son greater than his.
.716161..661616616..616,66116161111116161 1 6 4 I •
father

I

Jiffy Newstand
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THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS, FULTON, KENTUCKY
SECOND SEMESTER
HONOR ROLL

- Bring Your Family
and Enjoy A Good Meal!

THE STEAK HOUSE

"HOME OF FINE FOODS"
Coiatifiy -Hera—and Southern—Gating --Open Darincl Night
Phone 133
428 Lake Street
Fulton, Ky.

THE
SIXTH PERIOD HONOR ROLL;
CARR INSTITUTE
--Yeweli Harrison, Prin.
•
Grade 1.—Louise Collins, Patsy
Becky
Edwards, Judith
Davis,
Goodwin, Wanda Greer, Dianne
McClanahan.
Wanda
Jimerson,
Wandda Sams, Bobby Barclay, Randale Bouldin, Bobby Bowden, Dale
Breeden, George Burnette, Al Bushart, Jerry Copeland, Bobby Dunn,
Edwin Hamlett, Tommie Latta.
Kellie Lowe, Jimmy Oliver, Watt
Sevier and Gene Vancil.
Grade 2—Delbert Wood, Mollie
Wiley, June Holland, Lindder Jyoce
Hibbs, Bobby Bell, Tommy Brady,
Helen Williams, Donna Sue Johnston, Billy Mack Morris. Eddie
Moore, Nancy Gore, Peggy Ruth
Owen, Diane Bennett, Wanda Sue
Forrest, Nellie Joe White anti
David Daniels.

FULTON COUNTY NEWS. FULTON, KENTUCKY

AUSTIN SPRINGS

Mr. Walter Williams is doing
nicely, at Haws Memorial Hospital,
Cunningham is where he is a patient, with a brokMiss
JaneIle
spending tht,s week with her grand- en hip. He sustained thts injury
while interior decorating.
mother, Mrs. Ed ErieIds.
Work continues on the B. L. Doran house and the work will soon
begin on the interior.
Miss Shirley June Abeynathy
was a victim of intestinal flu and
was very sick for a week. She is
reported improved now.

Pfc. Howard Harris, of the First
Marine Division. reached home
several days ago from Tientsin,
China, and has now been discharged. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Dan Harris of near here, and has
served for 27 months. He received

"boot" training in San thego, Calif.,
and soon went overseas. He was in
action with the Third Marine Division at Iwo Jima and in Northern
China as replacements, where he
spent some four months. Ht is, at
present,
indisposed
with
the
mumps.
Work has been delayed a few
days on the new 'Modern home 'of
Mr. and Mrs. VeIva Hawks near
here due to delay in building materials.

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Timms&
Mr. Walter McClain is doing nicely after receiving a number of of Mayfield wiere guests a Mr.and
treatments for sciatica at the hands Mrs. Grant Bynum
the past Samissi.
of Dr. C. A. Bell.
Mrs. Clifton Cherry isnn't quite
so well. She was attended by Dr.
The candy industry was eniallbr
Taylor of Latham in the absence of the pioneer in using cellepisama, si as
her physician Dr. Bell, who was in
the United States. From its onssinall
Memphis the past week.
use as an overwrap on candy bows
Mrs. Nora Vincent is visiting in it has spread to , wider and Wader
the home of her daughter, Mrs. Joe use in the candy field mmHg alibiPayne and Mr. Payne of near May- mately individual hard camillthee
field.
were wrapped.

vow, Human Error Removed - - -

LONG DISTANCE
CALLS ARE STILL

INCREASING

Grade 3--Jack Johnson, GayIon
Varden, Beverly Burgess, Anna
Jean Edwards, Leah
MeiMahon,
Mirian Watt., Margaret Lee Harrison, David Clements, Jere Pigue,
Lucy Anderson, Jane Arstin, Bobby
Boaz, Ftebecca Wachtel, and Martha
Hawks.
Grade 4--Frances Bowden, Bailey Binford, Follis Bennett, Beverly
Cursey. Betty Lou Davis, Jean
Hyland, James Windsor, Donald
Speight, Glenda Sue Brown.

The volume of Long Distance calls
keeps right on growing. Betsteen towns
anti cities only a fest miles apart, folks
are makipg one-fifth

more calls to-

day than during the peak of. the war.
time load.

Grade 5--Carolyn Allen, Dick
Buchanan, Nancy Jo Brown, Shirley Easley, Dawson Huddle:3ton, Edward Parker, Ann Small, Emma
Lan Shell, Calvin Voyles, and Mary Davis Weaks.
Grade 6—Louise Hancock Rosalyn Bennett, Patsy Merryma'n, Eunice Wachtel, and Nancy Breederi.
Grade 7—Billy Browning, Tommy Nall, Billie Russell, Narvzy Wilson, Wendell Norman, Eddie Noffel, Larry Finch, Joel Golden, Katherine Johnson. Jean Crocker, Barbara Rogers and Linda Sams.
Grade 8—Jerry Atkins, Sidney
Bard, Billy Gregory, Wanda A-she,
Joyce Fields, Patsy Green, Ann
Latta, Katie Lowe, Ann McDade,
Janice. Wheeler, Linda Wilkins,
Sue Easley. ICathryn Fortner, Betty
Sue Hancock, Amelia Parrish, Carmen Pigue, Dorothy Toon and Ted
Goodwin.
All "A" Students—
Louise Hancock, grade 6.
Tor..
- my Nall, grade 7.
Wendell Norman, grade 7.
Ann Latta, grade 8.
Jerry Atkins, grade 8.

As a result of this postwar rush
of short-hattl calls there is likely to
be some delays on calls to nearby
points until ihe necessary materials
can be obtained and additional circuits provided to relieve congestion.

Car engine testing has become a precision
operation, completely automatic and electronicidly controlled. This new tcynamometer room
is one of the showplaces of the Dodge Main
Pkuit in Detroit Engines en test generate
510 kilowatts of the plant's electric power per
hour--without coaL

In the meantime, everything possible is being done to handle all calls
promptly.

The method is an outgrow-lb of irxperience in
testing more Bum 18.000 engines for B-29 Superfortresses at Chrysler Corporation's wartimeoperated Dodge- Chicago Plant, headed by
L. L Colbert. now Dodge Division presidenL

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMIT

SEMESTER HONOR ROLL;
CARR INSTITUTE
Grade I—Louise Collins, Patsy
Davis, Becky Edwards,
Judith
Goodwin. Wanda Greer, Dianne
Jirnerson,
Wannda McClanahan,
Wanda Sans, Bobby Barclay, Randle Bouldin, Robert Bowden, George Burnette, Al Bushart, Jerry
Copeland, Bobby Dunn, Edwin
Hamlett,
Tommy
Latta. Kelly
Lowe, Jimmy Oliver, Watt Savier,
Gene Vancil.
Grade 2—Delbert Wood, Mollie
Wilye, June Holland, Bobby Bell,
Tommy Brady. Donna Sue Johnston, Eddie Moore. Nancy Gore.
Peggy Ruth Owen, Diane Bennett,
Wanda Sue Forrest, Alice Gayle
Parker, David Daniels.
Grade 3—Frank Cardwell, Jack
Johnson, GayIon Varden, 14verly
Burgess, nna Jean Edwards, Leah
McMahon. Miriam Watt, Margaret
Let. Harrison, David Clements, Bobby Boaz, Martha Hawks. Rebecca
Wachtel, Myra Jackson, Jane Austin, Lucy Anderson, William HoUfield.
Grade 4—Glenda Sue Brown,
Donald Speight, James Windsor,
Jean Hyland. Betty Lou Davis, Don
Wright, Beverly Cursey, Follis
Bennett, Bailey Binford.
Grade 5--Carolyn Allen, Dick
Buchanan, Nancy Jo Brown. Dawson Huddleston, Edward Parker,
Ann Small, Emma Lou Shell, Mary
Davis Weaks.
Grade 6.—Lanise Hancock, Rosalyn Bennett Nary:7 Breeden, Patsy
Merryman, hunice Wachtel.
Grade 7—Tommy Nall, Billy Russell, Dorthella, Brown, Betty Sue
Johnson, Nancy Wilson, Wendell
Norman, Eddie
Noffel,
Larry
Finch, Joel Golden,
Kstherine
Johnson Jean Crocker, Barbara
Rogers, Linda Sams.
Grade 8—Jerry Atkins, Sidney
Bard, Billy Mott Jones, Joyce
Fields, Pasy Green, Ann Latta,
Ann McDade, Janice Wheeler, Sue
Easley, Amelia Parrish. Carmen
Pigue. Dorothy Toon, Ted Goodwin.
All "A" Students.
Louise Hancock, grade 6.
Tommy Nall, grade 7.
Wendell Norman, grade 7.
Ann Latta, grade 8.
Jerry Atkins, grade 8.
•Subseribe Now fir THE NEWF
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TNVrcE your friends to come to
Kentucky this summer. It's a
fair land, where old - fashioned
courtesy and the art of gracious living
have not been forgotten.
Let them meet Kentucky's neighborly people. Let them feast their eyes
on Kentucky's glorious vistas ... its
wooded mountains, rolling meadows,
sparkling streams ... from the Pennyrile to the Big Sandy, from Cumberland Gap to the Ohio. Invite them to
visit Kentucky's historic places . its
Lincoln and Davis Memorials, Fort

I

Harrod, its stay and national parks
... its Mammoth Cave and Cumberland Falls and famous stock farms.
Review for them the work of Kentucky's pioneer men and women who
shaped a commonwealth out of a wilderness, and cite the deeds of its leaders
who helped to snake this nation great.
Then,point out to them the evidence
of the forward looking spirit that pervades post-war Kentucky. Show them
our new schools and churches, our new
parks and playgrounds, our new plants
and f2Ctones.

KENTUCKY

There is no finer advertiser for a
State than the satisfied visitor who looks
forward to corning again—who perhaps plans his next visit even before he
leaves. Whether he goes home with the
feeling that a vacant lot is an eyesore
or a good site for some progressive
business is largely up to you. Much of
what he sees will be through your eyes.
Cooperate with your community
planning cortunittee. Help it make
your city a garden spot for visiting
cyes by beautifying the town approaches, by making yours tile clean-

UTly.,TIES

est and prettiest in the whole stateIt is thus that we shall spread goodwill and show our desire to grow. We
must all work together to bring tta•
Kentucky more and more job-making.
tax-paying industries, and,to bbild up
the tourist business. Kentucky HAS
what it takes. Let's all do OW part in.
developing a greater state.
Kentucky and its people can depend.
on our Company, our Industrial Department and our entire organization
of 1100 men and women to help in
every practical way.

COMPANY

A Se(f-supporting. Tax-paying Business
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A large crowd attended another
good singing at Latham Sunday
night. Hugh Garden Stoker, the
young man pianist from Gleason.

along with a quartette was there
and rendered several selections.
Mrs. Bell Reed gave her newly
married daughter, Mrs. Virginia
Travis a miscellaneous shower last
Saturday afternoon at her home in
Latham. The following persons

24 Lbs. Undenveight,
Regains 20 On Retonga

were present with gifts, and a large
number sent gifts who were not
prment. Ruth Mansfield, Obert
Reed, Izzie Foster, Ruby Foster,
Lena Mosley, Naomei Dawson, Ern
Griffin, Bell Blackard, Ethel Taylor, Jerfa Copeland Emma Foster
and son, Joyce Poster, Gladys,
Ethel and Lucy Laws, Beauton
Lc.chridge, Flossie Laws, Bulah
Laws, Minnie, Rachel, Linda, Doris
and Joyce Burton Vera Thomas,
Elsie Armstrong, Lula Jones and
LeRoy, Evasteen Dawson, Kitty
and Vicky Jone2, Emma Rea, Josie
Brundige, Sude Bowlin, Margie
Reed, Mike and Sammie Reed, Ethel Foster, Dela Reel, Velma Pettiet. Raymond, Nettie and Jerry
Ligons, Agner Kitlebrew and Hugh
Wade, Betty Shanklin, Laverne
Williams, Verlie Lochridge, Sude
Stafford, Cora Maxey, Sallie Brundige, Cornelia Cummings, Joyce
Lochridge and Jean Lochridge.

PILOT OAK

•Silo Simpkins Saya

Mr. and Mrs. Jim Rains returned
home Wednesday of last week after
visiting relatives and friends in
Humboldt and Dyersburg, Tenn.
Mr. 'and Mrs. John Yates and
Mrs. Louise Olive went to Mayfield.
Thursday of last week.
Mrs. Dot Williams and Mrs. Thelma Puckett and Sue visited Mrs.
Lunsford Rowland Friday of last
Week.

The Homemakers Club met with
Mrs. Alto Rowland Friday of last
weAc. 12 Members were present.
"The
Relief
Retonga "Nervous indigestion kept me
Mr. Pern Grissom is slowly imBrought Me Was A feeling so upset it was almost improving where he can go to the tapossible
to get refrerhing sleep. I
ble and eat. He attended decoration
Happy Revelation," Dec•ouldn't eat much and what I did
at Bethelhem for a while 3rd Sunclares Mrs. Webb. Eats eat
apparently gave me little nourday afternoon.
Anything Now, Sleeps ishment. I lost weight and felt disMr. and Mrs. Oliver Taylor attressingly weakened. My eliminaFine Again.
tended church here Sunday.
tion was sluggish and I lived in
The all day service and dinner
dread of becoming an addict to the
On 5th Sunday in June Rev. Wm. on the ground at the Missionary
harsh laxatives I liad to take. My F. Etheridge
wilt preach at Bible Baptist church here Sunday was
srms and shoulder -muscles ached Union Church c,f
Christ at il o'- well attended. Bro. Morrison delivand I suffered terrible gas pains in clock. Bro. Etheri6dge
was reared in ered a fine message Sunday mornmy stomach after almost every this community and
began preech- ing and Bro. Bill Lowry Sunday aftmeal.
couldn't help worrying.
ing at this place. He has been a- ernoon, it being decoration. day
"Retonga promptly brought me way for several years.
He has a quiet a few visitors were present.
glorious relief. Within a faw days host of old friends.
He is expecting We appreciate your coming to worI no longer needed strong laia- to come out tO Fee him
on this ap- ship with us.
fives. l'vluscular aches are relieved pointment.
Mr. and Mrs. Herchel Hicks visit_
and I now sleep soundly. My apOn next Sunday night Mr. Elbert ed his mother, Mrs. Mary Hicks and
petite is fine and food see.ns to diBrundige invites you to his singing Mrs. Lovie Hainley Friblay after-.
gest well for I have regained twennoon.
at New Hope BLptist church.
ty pounds. The relief Retonga
Mr and Mrs. Edd Mount called
MRS. FRED WEBB
brought me was certainly a happy
Sunday afternoon to see Mr. and
"Thanks to Retonga I can eat revelation."
Mrs. Orbie Bushart.
anything now and I have regained
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Wright are
Retongp is intended to relive distv.,enty of the twenty-four pounds /fess due to insufficient flow of dithe proud parents of a baby girl
I lost while suffering from ner- gestive juices in the stomach, loss
born May 24th. Mother and child
vous indigestion," gratefully de- of appetite, Vitamin B-1 deficiency
doing well. She will be dalled by
clares Mrs. Fred Webb, respectedl i:rid constipation. There is only one
the name of Lydia.
CHICAGO—Peacetime prosperity
housewife. of Evansville, Tenn. Dis- Retonga; accept no substitute. ReMrs. Esta Moore and Mrs. Mary
cussing her experience, she grate- tonga may be obtained at the De- of Midwestern agriculture will de- Collins visited Mrs. Winnie Steele
pend not on the size of the farm
fully stated:
Myer Drug Co.
operated, but on the crop yield per Saturday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Robey of Watacre, a statement by the Middle
West Soil ImpriO,ement Committee er
, Valley attended services. here
points out.
Sunday.
"That includes the meat output
Mr, and MTE. Fred Waggoner atfrom beef cattle, and the dairy
production from milk cows as well as telded church at Poyner's Chapel
the yield from grain and field Sunday.
The revival meeting at the Church
crops," the statement declares.
"In the competitive years ahead, of Christ began here Wednesday
the advantage will lie with
the night. Rev. Jones is doing the
fprmer who is able to boost his per preaching.

Don't treat your dairy cofs rough
—treat them to roughage.
Temporary pastures can provide
permanent benefits to dairy herds.
It must take a lot of face for a
boarding hen to take grain from
the,mouths of hungry people.
•
Ten pounds of grain fed . to
poultry or livestock pill not make
10 pounds of meat for starving
people.
—Experienc egrained as a hired
man is often cheaper than becoming
a farm owner before learning the
business.
"Along the 35,000 miles we have
traveled (in famine-ridden lands)
I' have seen with my own eyes the
grimmest spectre of famine in all
the history of the world. Hunger
hangs over the homes of more than
8 hundred million people—over
one-third of the pcople of the
earth."—Herbert Hoover.

BENNETT CAFE
South Fulton

The Public Appreciates
QUALITY IN PRINTING

Fulton Printing
Fulton, Kentucky

Distinctive Printing

KeePs kr Weeks
ON YOUR PANTRY SHELF

Mr. and Mrs. Ted Dodson and
neice, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Lee Dodson fri3m Dallas, Texas, Mr. and
Mrs. Sain Damron, Martin, visited
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Damron and
Alvin Jene, Monday night.

Attractive surroundings combined with the best food in town
promise you a most enjoyable
dinner. Bring the family in tonight. Reasonable prices.
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BUMPER BEEF AND
FIELD CROPS BUILD
FARM PROSPERITY

ism&

Dine In A Pleasant
Atmosphere

Engraving
Stationery
irminiammiwatimm

liaminsems
lir_ and
Smelllbw

The Printing Number
Livestock Thrive se Sell
Improvement

NOW! Bake any time...at a moment's notice with
Fleischmann's Fast Rising Dry Yeast
If you bake at home—baking day is any day
you feel like it, with Fleischmann's Fast Rising
Dry Yeast. Easy-to-use,extra-fast,Fleischmann's
Fast Rising stays fresh, full strength for weeks
on your pantry shelf. Always ready for instant
action. Get Fleischmann's Fast Rising Dry Yeast
today. The menfolk will brag about your baking
more than ever. At your grocer'S.

acre production and lower his costs.
"War time experience has taught
farmers the value of adequate fertilization.
"The farmer's peacetirne production program will be greatly aided
by the fertilizer industry which is
ready to meet his postwar needs."

SAY
"NO!"
retailers

of

Letterheads

Envelopes

Statements

Ruled Forms

beer 'in Kentucky have

HIGHER QUALITY
CROPS PRODUCE
HEALTHY HUMAN
CHICAGO — Soil
conservation
measures building the fertility of
our farm lands can do more to improve the nation's peacetime health
standards than all the pills and drug
store panaceas put together, according to a statement made public
here by the Middle West Soil Improvement Committee.
"Human health depends on the
soil," the statement points out. "If

the courage to scry -No"
whenever

asked to

break the lcrw or to ig-

Sale Bills

nore the rules of good
conduct.

Wedding Announcements

This is because of the
brewing industry's determination to deal only

tion — a program deto

maintain

clecm. wholesome speroundings wherover
beer is solcL FaUure to
cooperate in the public
Interest is not tolerated.

the soil is fertile, then the crops it
produces will build strong bodies
and sturdy physical characteristics.
If the soil is poor, the crops it produces will be deficient in vitamins,
minerals and proteins necessary for
insuring healthy humans.
"The remedy for diet deficiencies
lies in putting essential minerals in
the form of mixed fertilizers into
Nature's hands so that she can fabricate them into health - building
foods for the human body."
A jar of soap jelly made from
scraps melted in •hot water will do
more than save soap. It makes .it
easier to wash as you go when baking, because you can just dip abrush into the jelly and, clean up
odd pieces without bothering to
get out the dispan.

Visiting Cards

th

Personal Stationery

with good. law-abiding

signed

Fertile Soils Build Scalar Bodies

a
a

citizens cmd beccruse of
the United States Brew-

lcmce cmd Self-Regula-

Fulton Pure Milk Co.

Phone 470
th

Licensed

ers Foundation's program of education, vigi-

Emblematic of peace In a peace loving nation, and quietly remindful that dairying is America's greatest industry, the poster pictured
above has been chosen as the symbol of June DAIRY MONTH for 1944.
It's a familiar scene, as American as the Stars and Stripes. A
herd of cows. peacefully grating over green fields, cows that never
beard the roar of hostile guns, that never saw the ravages of war. Such
a scene, somehow,vymbolizes the American love of peace, home, and
good eating.

,11

cooperaBoa with lawardorcennat agraaciaa.
these combhbed dials
have proved that EtaRegulatice wades!

-
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Easy To Build
With BLOCKS
Concrete or Cinder Blocks, Waterproof Cement,
Sand and Gravel. See us for your building
needs.

'
KENTUCKY COMMITTEE

U N 1TED STATES
BREWERS
FOU NDATION
HARRY D. FRANCE. Slate
1521 HEYBURN BUILDING
LOUISVILLE

Adams & Lowe
Martin Highway — Fulton, Ky.
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It Pays To Advertise In THE NEWS

See ,Us For Your—

VETERINARY SUPPLIES!
We have a good supply of popular veterinary
supplies, and will be glad to fill your needs.
POULTRY POWDER

HOG CHOLERA,
STOCK TONICS,

WORM CAPSULES

VETERINARY SYRINGES and NEEDLES

NEW OWL
DRUG COMPANY

SEE US
For

AIR CONDITIONING
In Your Home or Business
AUTOMATIC OIL-BURNING
WATER HEATERS
ATTIC EXHAUST FANS

B. & B. SUPPLY CO.
Plumbing — Heating — Electrical
Phone 110

417 Main Street

Fulton, Ky.

Attention:
Tomato Growers!
We have a fine lot of good, strong tomato plants
for tomato growers of this section. You may
secure same by applying at our plant--

Water Valley'
Canning Company
ARE YOU PREPARED FOR THE

MEAT SHORTAGE
Everyone knows that this coantry, and the world, face a big
meat and food shortage. Many are buying and raising Baby
Chicks to increase their meat supply.

YOU,TOO CAN LOOK
AHEAD AND AVOID SCARCITY
SEE US FOR

BABY

CHICKS

U. S. Approved and U. S. Pullorum Tested.
"CHICKS WffH A PERSONALITY"

FULTON HATCHERY
STATE LINE ST.

PHONE 443

FULTON,ILY.

THE MITCHELLS,
BILLY AND HUGH

J. ff. LOWE ELECTED
Wednesday afternoon.
Mrs. Brown is on the sick list. MAGISTRATE IN SPECIAL
Mrs. Georgia Moore is spending ELECTION AT SO. FULTON
a few days with Mrs. Nora Copelen.
A special election was held by
Floyd Conner Jr., is spending
board of election commissioners
the
his leave from the Army with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Con- of Obion county last Saturday afternoon, when Mayor J. H. Lowe of
ner.
Betty Conner has returned home South Fulton _was elected magiafter spending a few days with her strated of the City of South Fulton.
D. A. Rogers, who was the magisister in St. Louis.
strate, resigned when he moved
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Snow arid baby
outside the city limits.
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Boulton, Alvie
Snow and J. H. Bone visited Mr.
•Subscribe Now tor THE NEWS'
and Mrs. Pat Snow Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Cherry and daughter of Mayfield spent Saturday
night with Mr. and Mrs. Arnie
Brown.

"The course of science is too
swift to allow public policy to drift
idly by. Almost a year has gone by
since VE-Day, an dw still lack a
national air policy that will draw
upon the lessons of war and insure
uninterrupted reseanch and development." Those are the words of
farsighted Senator Hugh Mitchell,
ASSURANCE
(Dem., Wash.) in referring to his
Bill now pending in Congress. This
The shortest and surest way to
Bill proposes the appointment by live with honor in the world, is to
board
the President of an impartial
be in reality what we ould appear
to study the status of our air pre- to be.—Socrates.
paredness planning and to recomIt is wonderful what strength of
mend a nationa lair policy to assure
purpose and boldness and energy of
develand
research
adequate
that
will are aroused by the assurance
opment facilities are made availthat we are doing our duty.—Scott.
able.
Anxiety ts a word of unbelief or
It is peculiarly significant that unreasoning dread. We have no
the
bears
Senator
the Washington
right to allow it. Full faith in God
same surname as the late General puts it to rest.—Horace Bushnell.
"Billy" Mitchell, who after World
Trust Truth, not error; and
War 1, had the vision to see the Truth will give you all that belongs
vital role that air power would to the rights of freedom.—Mary
"Billy"
play in future warfare
Baker Eddy.
Mitchell not only had the foreWhen you have read the Bible,
forsight but he had the intertinal
you will know it is the word of
titude to stand almost alone against
God. becaus you will have found it
the military "Brass Hats" of his day
the key to your own heart, your
in his demand that this nation
own happiness and your own duty.
voSo
eair.
th
in
be mad strong
—Woodrow Wilson.
coferously did he campaign for a
Before me, even as behind,
strong air force tha tin'1925 he was
God is--and All is Well.
courtmartialed and forced to re—Whittier.
sign from the Arrny.
Subscribe for The News today.
We can thank "Billy" Mitchell for
what little air strength this nation
had when the Japs precipated us
REPAIR WORK
into World War H. It book that
war to completely vindicate "Billy''
I am now able to 10 SIMI
Mitchell. It is a crying shame that
repair work on watches and{
he was not alvie (h died in 1936)
Invite your patroaage.
to witness that vindication and to
hear the plaudits of his former critR. M. KIRKLAND
ics and defamers.
Jeweler
"Billy Mitchell is clee.d but anothMAIN STRIVE
er Mitchell endowed with rescourceFULTON
fulness and courage, carries on. One
hopes that Senator Mitchell will
not encounter the same stubborn
opposition. in his efforts to lay the
ground-wOrk for keeping America
suprme in th air—that it will not
require the devastation of a third
World War to prove another Mitchell has found the right answer to
world peace, is to keep America
r;
oong
strr
unately, this present-day Mitchell is not meeting with the same
opposition on th part of our present top military leaders. For instance, on April 26th of this year.
General of the Army, Dwight D.
Eiesenhower, in mapping out Army
eighteen
the next
planning for
months, PLACED FIRST EMPHAPOVER,
SIS TODAY ON AIR
"full, free and open-minded" ssientific research an da world-wide intelligence servi.ce. He warned that
it is now "possible for any country
possessed of scientific resources
and ruthles purposes to inflict devastating blows against the most
•
powerful nation.°Committee hearings are now being conducted on Senator Mitchell's
proposal. By all means let us continue to houe and pray that the
Uuited Nations will work out a solution for permanent world posce.
But while that is in the making,
It's keep our powder dry. We can
do that by maintaining supremacy
in the air.
'Billy" Mitchell was a martyr in
fighting for what he sincerely believed, and what history has proven,
was essential to America's safety.
Let's make sure that a similar fate
does not befall Senator Mitchell—
let's get behind him in tiqi proposal
to have he Prsident appoint an Air
prepaardness planning board. Pm
telling my Congressman and Senators to give his proposal most serious considration—I urge every reader of this column to do likewise.

NEAL LOONEY

TAXI
CALL

266
Maynard's Service Sta.

CIR114t•S

SAFE -111411-$811E
emly

40ecial

NIGHT

Prompt
Courteous
Efficient

cl.“.
MALAP,A
Mad* ospeaally ler
Malanal Symptom.

DAY and

666

Lots of Ways To Get
Caught---For Example
If some one is bitten by your dog;
Or injured on your preimses;
Or property damaged by your children;
If you are interested in the dozens of things
You are protected against for $10.00 confer with

Atkins Insurance Agency
PHONE No. 5

KENTUCKIANA

Farmers!
Farm Wives!
Farm Foresters!

Enter Now!

1946 HOME and FARM
IMPROVEMENT CAMPAIGN

$5 000
in cash awards

ANL

for both farm men and farm women who have
made the greatest progress in 1946 over their 1945
farrn program —in management, production and
home improvement.
1st Grand Prize
2nd Grand Prise
3rd Grand Prise
4th Grand Prize.
5th Grand Prize
54 Kentucky District Prizes
6 Indiana District Prizes

_$300

_$250
_$200

_$150
_$100

Each $50
Each $50

!Ow

Write today for the booklet and separate
and women's questionnaires, to,
The Home and Farm Improvement Campaign,
The Courier-journal, The Louisville Times.
Radio Station WHAS, Louisville 2, Ky.
•

1946 TOM WALLACE
FORESTRY AWARD

$40

ROCK SPRINGS
Mr. and Mrs. Fort Dillon and
baby visitei Marshall Moore Monday afternoon.
Mrs. Colen Brown spent Tuesday
afternoon with Mrs. Willie Ruth
McClanahan. Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Conner and
Mrs. Ella Bell Guyn helped Mrs.
Allie Newton to decorate her house
Tue•day.
Mrs. Ruby Hardi,son and children
and Miss Rachel Hardison spent
Wednesday afternoon with Mrs.
Nora Copelen and family.
Mrs. Lee Amy Sonn and children visited Mrs. Ella Veatch 'last

f-peogir:: if—t., ,97. tvimsor ff.e.ms:

%weakfish.

in cosh awards Gonad

Prizo—$200
Two Prizes— $100 each

Write today for the booklet and qtrestiosinaire, to.
The Tom Wallace Forestry Award
The Courier-lournal. The Louisville Times.
Radio Station WHAS, Louisville 2, Ky.

OOTIL CONTESTS CLOSE MIDNIGHT OF NOVEMBER 'L,

the Tonricr-Xonrual
THE LOUISVILLE TIMES

Radio Station WHAS
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JUNE IS THE MONTH OF BRIDES
BUT whether it is June or some other month of the
year, that you have a bride in your family, you will
find many suggestive bridal gifts at our store.
Gifts for THE HOME are always in good taste.

.a.

MODERNISTIC

nt

Table Lamps

TF Bride Chic For The Bride
Ottoman:

ANSWER TO LAST WEEK'S QUIZ
TRUE--An old British measure of length equal to 1-3
of an inch. is answer to question: Barleycorn is a measude
of length.

New Cedar Chests
$37.50

Select a Comfi-Coil Spring Cushion Ottoman. Leatherette, assorted
Just received a new shipment of
beautiful Table Lamps. Complete
with colorful shade.
$5.50

colors. Each—

A really handsome Walnut Cocktail Table. Beautiful inlaid carved
American Eagle, with glass top.
Swell gift item.
$30.95

$on9,10
Large and roomy, with tray. Hard to get, but
we have a few.

RECORDS
New Shipment of Records
arriving regularly

TAM MODEL RIIIJ-207. Fiver
tubes, no serial or groung
needed. Outstanding tone.
Walnut cabinet. unusual's
styled. Large.easy.

...THAT WILL THRILL HER
NOW AND PLEASE

A Bookcase
For The Bride
$13.95

HER LATER

Beautiful Walnut Finished Book Case with 7
shelves.

Fountain Pen
This handsome Pyrex Cake Dish is grand for baking layer
cakes. Can be used for cooking, serving, and storing. Washes
easily because food won't stick to satin-smooth glass. 411
Better give her at least a pair! Each, only
7

Reynolds Ball,Point Fountain Pen. Four year
guarantee without refilling.
$12.50

4,2r .

:tfik*,

In radio, it's tone,ofcourse, that's
most important. And for tone,
you dsink Of SONORA, pioneer in
tone engineering for over 30
7egn. COMe in and hou these few
4nodels—then you be the judge.

MODEL 209
$37.95

#40
114
.
'
4.

S

Handsome desk, upholstered chair and desk
lamp. A nice gift for anyone at anytime. Set
Complete only—
$25.95

Table Set

IP
S

Two nice mahogany tables--one a Lamp Table,
the other an ,End Table, with mirrored tops.
Set of two only—
$19.95

I

The Pyrex Utility Disk above should be in every bride's kitchen.
Cooks grand roasts, chops, hot breads, cakes and a z
alozen other luscious things. 2 sizes. Larger size, only

FULTON ELECTRIC.14 FURNITUREN,C07
319-323 WALNUT STIEET

ERNEST LOWE, Manager

PHONE MO
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Cayce Homemakers
Taking lengths of dresses, put in.
hems, giving professional finishes
to belts and covering buckles was
demonstrated by the project leaders Mrs. Thelbert Sowell and Mrs
J. B. McGehee when the Cayce
Homemakers met May 22 at the
home of.Mrs. A. G. Campbell.
Mrs. Billy McGehee, president,
presided over the meeting and gave
a report of Advisory Council meeting. The nominating committee was
appointed: Mrs. L. Shuck. chairman, Mrs. Chester Wade and Mrs.
,
A. G.
Mrs. Guy Johnson gave the devotional. The Landscape lesson was
presented by Miss Alice Sowell.
The Rocking Chair Tour on Cuba
was given by Mrs. L. Shuck.
The recreation program consisted of a song and a game and was
ronducted by Mrs. W. B. Sowell.
Twelve members and one visitor
were present. The next meeting
will be held on June 26 with Mrs
Barry Sublette.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Howell and
David Lynn. Mr. and Mrs. John
Howell, Iris Earl and Mrs. Lillie
Bostick were Sunday visitors of
Rev. and Mrs. E. B. Rucker of
Paris, Tenn. The Rev. Rucker is
vcry low, yet he recognized and
was very happy to know them all.
In the late afternoon they visited
with Miss Allie Mae Howell who
is attending Murray State Teachers
College.

fl f' LI,J
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FULTON, KENTUCKY
TODAY AND SA'TURDAY
Double Feature

.

a 'RIVERBOAT
Int 11111,117114
eiltk WM Inn 17
—Plus—
CLARK GABLE

Call of The Wild
Sunday - Monday - Tuesday

hiv Repitatam
GEORGE

BARBARA

STANWYCK ., BRENT

1

I

House Tricks and Fox News
WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY
— '"---.

i

,
1

I

Are Yon Having A Hard Time Gott* Dotter?

Mrs. Willie Lou Brann, Mrs. Onie
Lowry, Mrs. Versie Cannon, Mrs.
J. T. Hedge, Linder Lou and Ronald, Mrs. R. S. Gossom, Mrs. E. C.
Lowry and Mrs. J. C. Foster, Miss
Betty Lou Foster.
W. T. Foster and family visited
his jister, Mrs. R. B. Wright in
Wingo Sunday. She, is in ill health
but is improving with the rest cure.
The card shower for Mrs. Sallie
Starks on her 80th birthday was
very encouraging. She receive7d about 50 cards, several dollars and
a lot of heartfelt wishes. We thank
each one who rememberedber.
Mrs. J. C. Foster visited Mrs. Alvin Foster and mother, Mrs. Lockie
liendley Sunday afternoon.
lack Olive. wife and children,
spent a while Sunday night with
R. S. Gossorn and family.
Mrs. Owen Jackson returned to
her home in Clinton Saturday after
a month's visit with B. H. Lowry
and family.
Rufus Lowry and wife, B. I!.
Lowry and wife, Dean Williams.
wife and son, and Heck Bennett
and wife went to hear Bill Lowry

A n n SOTHER11•G..,3,MURPHY
March of Time and Fox News

Some day the people' ill awaken
to the financial dilemma in which
tax-free, socialrzed industry is puttng them.

Hi, friends. Continued rains and
rheumatism have not sweetened our
dribi•
•
disposition, or changed our natures.
.1"4,•
.
••••,ii•C'
••••••
So be patient and I'll give you the
•Subsertke Now kr THE NEWS!
••.14
news here-abouts. May exaggerate
••• .,•art....,•••• • •••,
a bit, or leave off an item, but
o, ••
,ZICI•••etl:,r,,
charge it to the weather. It's terrific.
•
Those on the sick list: Aunt Mollie Brann, George Croft, Marvin
and
Thomas Cannon, who had a light
paralytic stroke Saturday; Dave
Jones is worse; Berythel, little son
of Mr. and-Alts. Cloy Yates, is very
ill; the entire family of Mrs. Lizzie Fq.ster sick with colds; Shelby
Master Stokers _Installed.
Jean has whooping cough, so does
Jimmy Allen Jones.
for Domestic or IndustMessrs William Foster and wife,
• il
Clyde Glover, wife and daughter,
• - IL
,
rial Purposes.
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are on their way to Los Angeles,
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Calif., and have visited some ver3
.
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interesting places enroute, namely:
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Grand Canyon National Park, Ari4l'
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_ '1 41:.I
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zona; Petrified Forest, the Painted
,,--'
Desert. They also visited Dave
Kingston and family in New Mexico. Dave is a former Fulton boy.
Church St:ret
Funeral stevices for Wayne Meapreach Sunday afternoon at th..?
cha mwere held Monday afternoon
in Pilot
0
FULTON. KY.
at Boaz Chapel by Elder Biggs _of Missionary Baptist church
Nashvill.?. The community is sad- Oak, and also at the morning serdened by his death, and our deepest vices at Old Bethel.
sympathy is extended to the family.
of bread the remainder vvill .not
WAYS TO SAVE WHEAT
Services, with communion and
be wasted. If more bread is deBy GENERAL ELECTRIC
ask for "sec-1 foot-washing, were held at Old
family
the
let
sired
.rgency that
To help rneet the eme
Bethel Church Sunday. Bro. Smith
onds."
has arisen because of a shortage of
C. Put unsliced loaves of berad of Martin lwas in charge. Mr. and
flour, every housewife has beeri
on the table and slice only as Mrs. T. W. Weems attended the
asked to help save wheat. 'There
bread is desire dby the family. services.
are so many ways that one can coMary Elizabeth Cannon is visitwill keep much longer if
Bread
on
government,'
operate with the
ing her brother. and family, Mr.
unsliced.
is
it
1-41. __ST
1
,
Everyone
great problem.
this
at
D. Make dry bread into Melba,' and Mrs. George Cannon in Boston,
should be willing to aid this pro— ,.....
—
aWnir
1
AINI
...
.
AINI1W4Ajui,
French, cinnamon. milk, cheese,' Mass., for the summer.
gram to help feed starving millions
S
A baby girl was born to W. A.
and jelly toast. Melba toast is
in war-stricken Europe. sia and
good with soups or with the mpin Crittendon and v.,ife, May 22 in the
China.
Fulton hospital. Both mother and
meal.
Here are some suggestions on sav44111 a
i
.1.1
7
iii;9:
14rPr
E. Use ends of bread for dry chile are doing nicely. The baby
1
4
111- :
illir
__2
ing wheat:
bread crumbs on baked dishes weigns eight pounds and has been
winak"
1. Serve potatoes in the place of
10,miumni,
FEN
IWC5
christened Nina Kay.
on in making croquettes.
bread. One small potato has as
F. Make bread puddings of
Susie Mae, sister of Herbert Butmuch food value as a slice of
„,,
Pmtliftr,
left-over bread.
ler, of this neighborhood, was oper___ 7F- Frs.,,...
bread.
G. Is.lake open-face sandwiches ated for appendicitis last week in
A. Use wheat cereal or biscuit
using one slice of bread instead oi Haws Clinic. She is doing fine.
i Mt/
in place of bread.
-' c'IL, ...,_ ._ ,All
two. Do not trim off the crusts
Mrs. Jack Olive and ,children
B. Serve potato salad instead
beef
ground
Open-face
were
bread.
visitors
of
Wednesday at Mr.
of a sandwich.
sandwiches are made by broiling and Mrs. E. C. Lowry and also came
IT SOLVES COmPuCATE0.
mATH PRO9LEMS
C. Use potatoes in the place
to see Mrs. J. C. Foster.
directly under the heat.
of bread for stuffings.
THAT orHeRwtse WOULD TAKE YEARS TO wORIQ
Estes Jones and wife of Detroit
H. Use stale bread for stuffings
D. Top meat pies with fluffy
OuT. rT wAS BUILT BY GENERAL ELECTRiC 113
for fowls or meat. Bread stuffing visited J. T. Hedge and family
mashed potatoes instead of pastry
HELP SPEED SOLUTION OF imPORTANT
may be useid,between layers of Thursday night.
crust.
meat and baked.
ground
of
AND ENGiNEERING PROBLEMS.
and
Delbert
family
Moody
RESEARCH
E. Serve creamed meats on
I. Split dry rolLs or biscuit*, dip Dodge City, Kansas, are visiting
mashed potatoes instead of on
'On friends and relatives in this secin egg and mik mixture,'
toast.
both sides until broWn.-and serve tion.
F. Serve poached eggs on
with stewed fruits or syrup as 'Jimmy Clement and wife spent
THBRE ARE.,A0RE
mashed potatoes instead of on
\. THAN 390 PRAL-TicAL
a dessert.
Friday and Saturday with Mrs. G.
toast.
J. Fteheat rolls by dipping them W. Brann.
G. Use potato flour in the place
usgs Fog Ev-cmdin water. before putting into a
Mrs. Mildred Butler gave a brush
of some wheat fldur in pancakes.
Tri.ON FARmS. G.E.1
oven.
hot
party Thursday afternoon of las
H. Eat potatoes as bread.
HAS A STAFF or
coffee cake, week. It was
left-over
Reheat
K.
attended by Mrs. Al
I. Serve more potatoes for
FARAA SPEGALiSTS
it.
toast
and
slice
or
vin Foster, Mrs. P. J. Brann, Mrs
or
breakfast as potato-cake
wHo DEvELoP
L. Avoid buying an assortment Orie Forester, Mrs. Susie Bennett
hashed brown potatoes.
ELECTRICAL
of breads at a time.
2. Substitute oatmeal for wheat
EQuiPmENT AND
careful in toasting bread
Be
M.
products.
mETHOOS TO
so that it is not burned.
A. Use oatmeal to replace part
IMPROvE FARMING.
restaurant
eating
a
in
N.
Where
of the wheat flour in making
request waitress to bring less
muffins, biscuits, pancakes, and
To Visit Our Shop-bread if not desired. Any leftcookies.
FOR
in
public
served
a
bread
over
B. Use left-over oatmeal as
wasted.
Prompt, Courteous
thickening for gravies, soups, and , eating place is
O. Plan reducing dio's low in
stews.
Barber Service
bread for those who need them.
C, Use oatmeal as a binder in
Cutting down on bread is one of
Dewey Hogg Jack Hogg
meatloaf instead of bread.
MOBILE X-RAY
the best ways of reducing overD. Use oatmeal in making pudyoung
50,
over
People
weight.
uNiT
BRINGS CHEST
dings and fruit betties instead of
mothers, one with heart disease,
INsPECTiON TO REmOTE
bread.
or one who is only a few pounds
E. Serve oatmeul for breakDISTRICTS. THE COmPAcT X-RAY EQUIPMENT,
overweight should not reduce unfast instead of some or all of
BY GENERAL ELECTRIC, CAN
DESIGNED
less dirwted to do so by a doctor.
the toast.
215 Church St.
EXAMINE 60 PEOPLE PER HOUR
Weight reduction should be grad3. Use cornmeal ,for bread when
Fulton Ky.
ual.
cornmeal is plentiful. Make corn5. Don't be afraid to use the emerOpposite Old Farniers Bank Bldg.
bread without the addition of
gency flour. There is, of course,
wheat flour.
slight change in flour and color. If
4. Prevent the waste of bread.
A. Store bread in moisture the emergency flour is enriched, it
proof wrappings in the refrigera- contains more food value than the
tor or unwrapped in a well-ven- enriched wheat flour. If is richer
tilated bread box. The breadbox in protein, iron and Vitarnin B. The
should be sunned and scatted only change to be made in baking
is to add a little more flour or suboften.
B. Serve only one piece of stract a little liquid.
6. Do not hoard flour. Insects will
bread per person at a time. Cut
pieces of bread in halves so that get into it during the summer
if one does not wish a whole slice months.
.
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FULTON, KENTUCKY _
TODAY AND SA'TURDAT
JAMES WAKELY
in

Lonesome Trail
Also-- Comedy and Serial

SMILEY BURN=
—in—

Guns and Guitars
Also--Cartoon
TUES. - WED. - THURS.
Double Feature
FRED MacMURRAY
—in—

Capt. Eddie
Plus
FAY EMERSON
VAN JOHNSON
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SUNDAY, JUNE 2
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
—
—
"Ancient and Modern Necromancy, Alias Mesmerism and Hypnotism, Denounced," is the subject of
the Lesson-Sermon which will be
Science
read in all Christian
Churches throughout the world on
Sunday, June 2, 1946.
The Golden Text is "My flesh
and my heart faileth: but God is
the strength of my heart, and my
portion for ever. For, lo. they that
are far from thee shall perish."
(Ps. 73:26,27).
Among the citations which comprise the Lesson-Sermon is the
following from the Bible: "And
Jesus answered and said unto them,
Take heed that—no man dectiVe
you. For many shall come in my
name saying, I am Christ;•and shall
decciv.ts many." (Matt.24).
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SWEET POTATO PLANTS —
For sale. Nancy Hall or Porto Rica.
Large, strong plants. Any amount,
100 to 50,0000. Place order two
days in advance, at 504 Arch-st,
Fulton, Ky.
2t
FOR SALE-1 good paying Pet
Milk Route out of Fulton. See II.
L. Hardy
2tp.

Dr.
see 11
bUle
Mr
Maw
time

IFED
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FOR SALE-84 1-2 acre farm 2
miles South East of Cayce. T. O.
Ashell place. See John Asbell, Fulton Route 1 or W. W. Koonce,
Ilickman, Route 4
2tp

DRINK
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- FOR SALE—Electric McCormick
Deering Cream Separator. Like
nw. E. E. Kimes, Crutchfield.
Route 2.

2tp
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•
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHONTY OP-THE COCA COLA COMPANY BY

Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.
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